Sintered Nd-Fe-B magnets exhibit an excellent saturation polarization and maximal energy product but posses also several disadvantages such as a low Curie temperature and a strong temperature dependence of the coercivity. The most important task at present is to improve the magnetic properties in the temperature range up to 470 K. The method already applied is to introduce additional elements to the master alloy. Partial substitution of Co by Fe enhances the has been found [2, 31 whilst a simultaneous decrease of the anisotropy field is observed.
In this report we investigate the dependence of the coercivity lHc, the remanence BR, the anisotropy field HA and the Curie temperature Tc and propose a sim- . since the anisotropy field is not enhanced in the A1 containing magnets, the improvement of the coercivity must be caused by microstructural changes. The demagnetization curves shown in figure 2 exhibit a dip in the second quadrant of the hysteresis the appearance of two kinks in the demagnetization curve in figure 2c which exhibit different temperature dependences also. The first kink after field reversal corresponds t o the critical field for domain wall movement in aligned aintefed magnets. The 2nd kink will be discussed later.
The analysis of the morphology of the Al-rich phases by microstructural investigations as well as X-ray microanalysis indicates that i) a substitution of Fe by A1 in the lattice takes place but also ii) among the Nd-rich grains and pores a microcrystalline new phase with an increased A1 concentration occurs and iii) the density of imperfections and precipitations in the large NdFeB crystallites is significantly higher for A1 substituted material. .The first effect reduces the anisotropy field and the latter gives rise t o a reduced domain wall mobility in comparison to a homogeneous material since the additional precipitations act as pinning centers. The microcrystalline A1 rich phase (point ii)) may result from a peritectic reaction between the liquid phase and the solid NdzFel4B phase during the sintering process. These microcrystalline grains occur mainly in the vicinity of pores and are oriented at random as shown schematically in figure 3 . This phase represents an isotropic contribution t o the magnetization process which leads t o the reduced ratio of B R I~/ B~, (see Fig. 2, 1 .5 % , 3 % Al) and to an irreversible rotational magnetization reversal process similar to melt spun material [4] . The latter fact gives rise to the second kink of the demagnetization curve in figure 2c , which appears at the field where irreversible demagnetization processes start to.occur in the isotropic phase.
In conclusion we found that addition of A1 in Nd-: Fe-B type magnets leads to an increase of the coercivity and to a decrease of the anisotropy field, the remanence and the Curie temperature. The coercivity enhancement in the Al-containing magnets is effected by the precipitation of a microcrygtalline A1 rich phase which is supposed to reduce the domain wall mobility. The decrease of the remanence is caused by i) the dilution effect of the Fe moment by A1 but mainly by ii) the magnetization of the randomly oriented microcrystalline A1 rich phase which is formed during the sintering process.
